So many great reasons to participate!
We can’t wait to reconnect with you.

**REGISTRATION NOW**

to Join Your Heart Failure Colleagues at HFSA Annual Scientific Meeting 2021!

**An Exciting Hybrid Format**
Choose your participation style! Gather with heart failure colleagues either in-person in Denver, CO or connect virtually from anywhere in the world.

**Immerse in The Latest Science**
Stay up-to-date on the latest in research, innovation, discussions and practical management, including:
- Multidisciplinary Scientific Sessions
- MOC, CE, CEU and nursing pharmacology credits
- Pre-Meeting Workshop(s)
- Industry Expert Theaters
- Satellite Symposia
- Contemporary Forums
- Abstracts and e-Posters
- Late Breaking Clinical Trials

**Get Back to Connecting**
Don’t miss opportunities for both indoor and outdoor networking receptions along with important exhibit hall and awards ceremony interactions.

**Advance Your Heart Failure Team**
There’s great content for everyone interested in heart failure - a full program of new basic science, translational and clinical sessions to further develop everyone on your team.

**CHALLENGE**
Tell a Member, Bring a Friend!

Win exciting prizes as you help HFSA continue to expand ASM participation and build a more diverse heart failure audience.

It’s simple! Encourage friends and colleagues to register to attend the ASM for the first time. When they list you as their referral, you’ll be entered to win.

**REGISTER NOW, go to:**
www.HFSA.org/HFSA2021